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Abstract—Arabic language is very different and difficult
structure than other languages, that’s because it is a very rich
language with complex morphology. Many stemmers have been
developed for Arabic language but still there are many weakness
and problems. There is still lack of usage of Arabic stemming in
search engines. This paper introduces a rooted word Arabic
stemmer technique. The results of the introduced technique for
six Arabic sentences are used in famous search engines Google
Chrome, Internet Explore and Mozilla Firefox to check the effect
of using Arabic stemming in these search engines in terms of the
total number of searched pages and the search time ratio for
actual sentences and their stemming results. The results show
that Arabic words stemming increase and accelerate the search
engines output.
Keywords—Information Retrieval; Arabic Stemming; Search
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Arabic language is the one of widely spoken language in
the world [21]. It belongs to the Semitic languages branching
family of the Asian-African languages Group [8]. The
morphology of Arabic poses special challenges to
computational natural language processing systems. The
exceptional degree of ambiguity in the writing system, the rich
morphology, and the highly complex word formation process
of roots and patterns all contribute to making computational
approaches to Arabic very challenging[6]. Arabic words are
formed from abstract forms named roots, the root is the basic
form of word from which many derivations can be obtained by
attaching certain affixes or suffixes so we produce many
nouns and verbs and adjectives from the same root [17,20].
Furthermore Arabic is a highly inflectional language with
85% of words derived from trilateral roots. Nouns and verbs
are derived from a closed set of around 10,000 roots [27].
Arabic words are normally derived from bilateral, trilateral,
quadri-literal, and pentaliteral verbs. These words represent
various modifications of the original verbs. These
modifications are represented by special types of measures
called templates 'ُ"اوزا. Arab grammarians use the verb ""فؼو
'faal" as the model to represent the templates that can form
other verbs and nouns from a specific root. Each letter of the
special verb " "فؼوhas a specific name and meaning applied in
the formation of other forms of verbs and nouns, the first letter
is called "" "فfa", the second is "" "عain", and the third is ""ه
"lam" [26]. Many stemmer techniques for Arabic language

depend on root extraction [20,26]. One of the Arabic
language characteristics the formats of the words in Arabic
language are the union of templates for the meanings vary in
function performed. " " "فاىْاظرBeholder ", "" "واىَْظور
Perspective " , "" "اىَْظرTheorist" vary in significance with
the agreement at the root of the general concept, which is a
"" ّظرlook".
Stemming has multiple definitions, it is the process of
reducing a word to its stem or root form. Stemming is
considered by number of authors as word standardization [25].
Shereen Khoja’s define stemming as the process of removing
all of a word's affixes to produce the stem or root. However,
Leah Larkey [19] was more general in her definition
stemming refers to any process which conflates related forms
or groups forms into equivalence classes, including but not
restricted to suffix stripping. Stemming might be useful to
Information retrieval systems, text classification systems, text
clustering systems, dictionary automation, text compression,
etc.
Sharul classify Arabic stemming
to four different
approaches manually constructed dictionaries used by AlKharashi and Evens[4], algorithmic light stemmers which
remove prefixes and suffixes which is mentioned by some
authors [5,11], morphological analyses which attempt to find
roots Several morphological analyzers have been developed
for Arabic [3,6,7,10], and statistical stemmers, which group
word variants using clustering techniques Statistical
techniques have widely been applied to automatic
morphological analysis in the field of computational
linguistics [9,12,14,15,16].
There are many Stemming techniques for Arabic language
, Al-Stem Stemmer developed by Kareem Darwish and
modified by Leah Larkey from University of Massachusetts
and further modified later by David Graff form LDC, in which
( ه, ًو, ىو, اه, ٌف, ٌم,ًو,ٌى,ٌت,ّد,ضد,وخ,ٍد,ىد,ٍد,تد,تاه, فاه,واه
تا,فا,وا, ٌف, ٌض,ً) are rmoved from the prefixes and
(ا,ً,ٓ,ٍٔ,ٍِ,ّا,ذل,ٍـ,ٕا,ٌٕ,ِٕ,ٌم,ٌذ,ٔذ,ٌذ,ُا,ٓو,ُو,وا, )اخare removed
from the suffixes of the word [22]. Aljlayl Stemmer [5]
Mohammed Aljlayl developed a light stemmer used for his
own information retrieval researches in TREC cross-language
track in that stemmer he considered the length of the word for
removing suffixes and affixes, also he normalize certain
Arabic characters like  أ,  ئ,[ ا23]. Light8 Stemmer[19] It is a
light stemmer developed by Leah Larkey for the purpose of
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researching, the stemmer remove  وif the remainder of the
word is 3 or more characters long. Remove any of the definite
articles if this leaves 2 or more characters. Remove any of the
following suffixes in order form right to left
(ٓ,ٍٔ,ٍِ,ُو,اخ,ُا,ٕا,ً) If this leaves 2 or more characters.
Light10 stemmer which is a modification of light8 stemmer.
Berkeley light stemmer [2] is gives best performance in the
track. This stemmer depends on the length of the word if the
word is at least five-character long, remove the first three
characters if they are one of the following
(وىو,ماه,فاه,تاه,واه,اله,ضاه,ااه,)ٍاه. If the word is at least fourcharacter long, remove the first two characters if they are one
of the following (ما,وش,وه,وب,ال,وا,ًو,اه,وخ,ًو,ٌض,تا,فا,) ىو. If the
word is at least four-character long and begins with و, remove
it. If the word is at least four-character long and begins with
either  بor ه, remove  بor ه, only if, after removing the
initial character, the resultant word is present in the Arabic
document collection. Recursively strips the following twocharacter suffixes in the order of presentation if the word is at
least four-character long before removing a suffix
(ٍـوٕا,ٌٕ,ّا,ٍا,وا,ٌّ,ٍا,ِٕ,ٌم,ِم,ٌذ,ِذ,ٍِ,ُا,اخ,ُ)و. Recursively strips
the following one character suffixes in the order of
presentation if the character is at least three-character long
before removing a suffix (ٓ,ً ,)خ. Kadri’s linguistic-based
stemmer[29] this stemmer depended on the idea that the
Arabic word consists of five part their order is; antefixes,
prefixes, stem, suffixes and postfixes. The linguistic-based
stemmer has two phases, Training Phase a list of stems with
its frequency occurrence is built for each word using corpus to
avoid ambiguity that may happen when removing affixes. The
Stemming Phase where the stemmer truncates possible affixes
according to the above list. If there is an ambiguity raised for
the stemmer (more than one combination was available), then
stemmer selects the most appropriate candidate; according to
corpus statistics computed in the training phase. Restrict
Stemmer [24] focused on removing conjunctions, و, and ف,
and prepositions,  ك, و, ه, and , بthat come as prefixes in the
beginning of the words. Here didn’t mention other affixes
such as articles and suffixes in general just tried to find a way
to recognize the two types of affixes; the conjunctions and the
prepositions. Beltagy Stemmer Samhaa El-Beltagy and
Ahmed Rafea [13] have proposed a stemming technique that
not only removes prefixes and suffixes from the beginning and
the end of the word, but also converts the irregular plural form
of the word to its singular form. The stemmer also is a domain
specific stemmer which conducts stemming according to the
domain of the collection of text to be indexed. The domain
specific idea is implemented using a stem list that contains the
words and their stems. So, before accepting a stem that
produce from a word using stem-based stemmer, the system
check whether the produced stem exist in the list or not.
This paper presents Arabic stemming techniques depends
on the root of the Arabic word. six Arabic sentences and their
stemming results from this technique are used to see the
effect of the Arabic stemming usage in the famous search
engine Google Chrome, Internet Explore and Mozilla Firefox
in terms of the number of the web pages and the time taken by
these search engine for the original sentences and the
stemming results of this sentences.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section II
presents the related works ; section III introduce the proposed
Arabic stemming techniques, section IV shows the results and
discussions; and finally section V concludes the work.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Considerable research on stemming and morphological
analysis is tedious for the Arabic language, but no
standard IR-oriented algorithm has yet emerged. Furthermore
there is a good effort done to achieve standard Arabic
stemming algorithm, here we show the researchers efforts.
Aitao Chen and Fredric Gey [2] developed one MT-based
Arabic stemmer and one light Arabic stemmer. The Berkeley
light stemmer worked better than the automatically created
MT-based stemmer. The experimental results show query
expansion substantially improved the retrieval performance.
Mohamad Ababneh, Riyad Al-Shalabi, et [20] develop a rulebased light depends on truncation of affixes and introduced a
new algorithm uses a set of rules to determine if a certain
sequence of characters is part of the original word or not and
this helped solving some ambiguity problems, also they
introduced a way for handling the majority of broken plural
forms and reducing them to their singular form which helped
to group words of the same meaning in a common form.
Kazem Taghva, Rania Elkhoury, Jeffrey Coombs [18]
introduce an Arabic Stemming Without A Root Dictionary
their experiment shows that stem lists are not required in an
Arabic Stemmer. Riyad Al-Shalabi, et [26] build Arabic
stemmer based on Excessive Letter Locations, The stemmer
find the trilateral root, quadri-literal root as well as the
pentaliteral root for Arabic words based on excessive letter
locations. The algorithm locates. The goal of stemmer is to
support natural language processing programs such as parsers
and information retrieval systems.
III.

ARABIC STEMMING TECHNIQUE

The morphology complexity of Arabic makes it
particularly difficult to develop natural language processing
applications for Arabic information retrieval. Stemming is
another one of many tools besides normalization that is used
in information retrieval to combat this vocabulary mismatch
problem. The proposed Arabic stemming algorithm for our
research is constructed from the following process:
1) Deleting of Arabic stop words
2) Striping of diacritics
3) Striping of affix ( prefixes and suffixes)
4) Determining the stem
5) Recoding the stem
6) Verifying the stem with a dictionary of root words
Step1: The proposed algorithm eliminates stop words
from the document using the Arabic stop words list which
contains 162 words like ...... , ٍِ ,فٌ ’ ىٌ ’ قذ
Step2: Normalize the rest of the words: such as removing
punctuation, converting words to lowercase, stripping
numbers out, as following:

 Remove punctuation.
 Delete numbers, spaces and single letters.
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 Convert letters (  ) ئ,(  ) أ,(  ) ئ,(  ) ؤ,(  ) ءinto ( ) ا, and
(  ) جinto ( ٓ ).
Step3: Applying techniques to find the basic root of
Arabic words by removing affixes (suffixes and prefixes)
attached to its root. Prefix like ( ىو, فاه، ماه, تاه, واه, ) اهand
suffix like (ٕا,ُ ا,ٍٔ, ٍح,اخ,ٍِ ,ُ و,ٓ  جو,ً (
Step4: The stemming process begins by processing a word
and trying to find its correct stem. In case the word does have
a correct stem, then the word without its affixes will be
returned. The stemming algorithm will take as input an Arabic
word (not a stop word), and the output will be the extracted
root (or stem). In cases where the algorithm cannot find a root
for the specific word, the word itself will be taken as a root.
Such cases are few and it depends on the quality of the
algorithm proposed
Step5: The recoding module main concern is to change
some of the letters to their correct form. These changes will
probably occur during the process of template formation when
a word is formed from a root. Some letters may be dropped,
changed or replaced by other letters. Table 1 lists some of the
most recoded Arabic letters. The following is an example of
letter recording for Arabic words.
TABLE I.

MOST RECORDED ARABIC LETTERS
Recoding Rule
(from to)

Word
ٕسئ
ّثئ
خطئ
خطئ
صثئ
ضَئ
ّةء
دّي
ٍِذإ
ؤٍر
راد
حَا

Sentence

Actual Text

Stemmer Text

S1

ٍخريف اضْاُ ػصر اىؼيٌ واىرقَْح اىثورج
اىؼيََح اىخالقح ػِ ئّطاُ اىؼصور
ِاىطاتقح فٌ ػَيَح اإلتذاع واىرَن
طور اىرؼيٌَ فٌ اىََينح اىؼرتَح اىطؼودٍح
ٌٍٍقارّح تذوه اىؼاىٌ االضال

ٌخيف ضِْ ػصر ػيٌ قْأ ثور ػي
خيق أّص ػصر ضثق ػَو تذع
ٍِن
ُطور ػيٌ ٍيل ػرب ضؼذ قر
ٌتذه ػيٌ ضي

S5

ٍشامو اىؼالقاخ اىذوىَح وأثرٕا ػيي
ٌٍذاخَو اىَواطِ اىؼرت
طرق اىرحاق اىطاىة تاىجاٍؼاخ فٌ اورتا
واٍرٍنا
ٌحيَو وذصٌََ اّظَح اىحاضة اُى

ِشنو ػيق دوه أثر دخو وط
ػرب
طرق ىحق طية جَغ ورب
واٍرٍنا
ٌَحيو صٌَ ّظٌ حطة ى

S6

ُجاٍؼح ّجرا

جَغ ّجر

S2

S3
S4

From the stemming results it is clear that each word
returns to its root. The actual sentences and their stemming
results are used to see the effect of the Arabic stemming in the
famous search engines Google Chrome, Internet Explorer and
Mozilla Firefox in terms of total number of the web pages and
the Search Time Ratio (STR) which is calculated by the
equation 1.

Word after
Recoding

ئؤ
ئأ
ئأ
ئأ
ئأ
ئأ
ئأ
ءأ
ىأ
وأ
وأ
او
 وً

ARABIC STEMMING RESULTS

STR = Search Time * 1000/total searched page

ٕسؤ
ٕسأ
ّثأ
خطأ
خطأ
صثأ
ضَا
ّثا
دّا
ٍِذأ
أٍر
رود
ٌَح

Step6: By the use of stemmers, Words in the collection
must be organized into groups, multiple errors are produced
and may be used to compare and evaluate stemmers. If the
two words belong to the same class of development in
meaning and been changed to different origins, this is
considered error of under-stemming (i.e. too much of the
expressions or terms removed. The stemmer went on correct,
if they are changed to the same origin, this will be considered
as an over-stemming (i.e. not much of the expressions or
words are removed).
IV.

TABLE II.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2 shows the stemming results of six Arabic
sentences varying from sixteen words to two words using the
proposed Arabic stemming technique.

TABLE III.

(1)

INTERNET EXPLORER SEARCH RESULTS

Internet Explorer
Actual Sentence
Number of
Sentence
searches
pages
S1
2,290
S2
171,000
S3
284,000
S4
413,000
S5
467,000
S6
711,000

STR
0.519650655
0.004502924
0.002640845
0.002033898
0.00117773
0.000675105

Stemmer Result
Number of
searches
pages
21,300
549,000
616,000
467,000
692,000
86,100,000

STR
0.04835681
0.0017122
0.00137987
0.00152034
0.00114162
5.3426E-06

Table 3 shows the results of the search for actual sentences
and their stemming results on the Internet Explorer. From the
table the number of searched pages using stemming results is
very high compared with the actual sentences results, while
the search time ratio for stemming is less than the actual
sentences. This means the stemming accelerates and increase
the search output in internet Explorer.
Table 4 shows the results of the search for actual sentences
and their stemming results on the Google Chrome. From the
table the number of searched pages using stemming results is
very high compared with the actual sentences results, while
the search time ratio for stemming is less than the actual
sentences.
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TABLE IV.
Google Chrome
Actual Sentence
Number of
Sentence
searches
pages
S1
2,300
S2
171,000
S3
611,000
S4
216,000
S5
627,000
S6
716,000

GOOGLE CHROME SEARCH RESULTS

STR
0.308696
0.003626
0.000753
0.002546
0.000829
0.000656

25,00,000

Stemmer Result
Number of
STR
searches
pages
21,300
0.032394
548,000
0.000949
615,000
0.000813
465,000
0.00086
679,000
0.000766
87,100,000
3.9E-06

Table 5 shows the results of the search for actual sentences
and their stemming results on the Mozilla Firefox. From the
table the number of searched pages using stemming results is
very high compared with the actual sentences results, while
the search time ratio for stemming is less than the actual
sentences. The search time ratio for Mozilla Firefox is less
than Internet Explorer for actual and stemming result even the
total search page is comparable, while Mozilla Firefox results
is comparable with Google Chrome for the total searched
pages and the search time ratio.
TABLE V.
Mozilla Firefox
Actual Sentence
Number of
Sentence
searches
S1
2,280
S2
189,000
S3
548,000
S4
217,000
S5
627,000
S6
716,000

20,00,000
Google
Chrome

15,00,000

Internet
Exploere

10,00,000

Mozilla
Firefox

5,00,000
0
S5

S4

S3

S2

S1

Fig. 2. Stemming results search pages

Figure 2 shows the output of the three search engine for
the stemming output. Also Google Chrome outperforms
Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox in the number of
searched pages for the stemming results.

MOZILLA FIREFOX SEARCH RESULTS

STR
0.22807
0.004074
0.001113
0.002442
0.000797
0.000712

Stemmer Result
Number of
searches
21,300
547,000
615,000
467,000
679,000
87,100,000

0.12

Search Ratio
Time
0.030986
0.000951
0.000732
0.000835
0.000736
3.21E-06

25,00,000

0.1
Google
Chrome

0.08

Internet
Exploere

0.06

Mozilla
Firefox

0.04
0.02

20,00,000

Google
Chrome

0

15,00,000

Internet
Exploere

10,00,000

Mozilla
Firefox

5,00,000
0

S6

S3

S2

S1

Figure 3 shows the STR of the three search engine for the
stemming results. It is clear Mozilla Firefox takes short time
to perform the search output than the Google Chrome and
Internet Explorer.
V.

Figure 1 shows the output of the three search engine for
the actual sentences in terms of total searched pages. From the
figure it is clear that Google Chrome outperforms Internet
Explorer and Mozilla Firefox in the number of searched pages
for the actual sentences.

S4

Fig. 3. The str for the stemming results search pages

S6 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1
Fig. 1. Actual sentences search results

S5

CONCLUSION

The fact that there is a lack of usage of Arabic stemming in
the search engines gave the underlying rational for conducting
the study presented in this paper. It has been shown in the
present paper the usage of Arabic stemming increase and
accelerate the search engines output. Where Google Chrome
outperforms Internet Explorer and Mozilla Fire fox in terms of
total number of searched pages.
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